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Letters have been mailed to
After a brief illness: C. A.1
rathtrautidenly
every confederate soldier of Ken(Neely) Orr died
Which
He
President
With
at
hie
tucky urging him to attend the
late Wednesday afternoon
street.
Seventh
home on South
state fair on September 12, a
Embargo.
Might
Raiserhe
having
date to be set aside by CommisHe was 64) years of age,
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KENTUCKY, THURSDAY, Al'1;1•ST.

sioner of Agriculture Mat S. Cob3en born in Henry county.,,
WephltiAl. Aug. It-Retail- Tenn., in 1856. _Alaw_days aaa_ WaerlIrritton, Aug. 29.-A tgAv. during say war In wma the hen for them. The commission- The Nashville, Chattanooga &
—seal blow In *fent*
istein----oriiiTfittinw character on be had an attack of ten gestton,
tea StitTeslie not eiglisred the er has made it known that the St Louis Railway, through Its
the part of this government but his condition was not coosid. bac"' growers of Kentucky and Ipresident shall be satisfied that Louisville Board of Trade and safety department, has inauguragainst Great Btitain unless that ered serious until about an hour other tobacco producing stae,
the importation by any coustrY the members of the state board ated a campaign against "train
hopping," and in Peeking to have
was struck tonight by Senators at war into their own or any othcountry modifies its attitude to- before his death.
of agriculture are desirous of this dangerous practice stopped,.
' 011ie M. James and J. C. W. er country of American prod'Ids having the soldiegi attend.
wards American tobacco bound
He moved to Graves county ZS
for neutral countries was the pears ago and had lived in May. Beckham, when they obtained not injurious toihealth and mor- It is proposed by those in will take the matter up with the
an amendment to the revenue ale is prevented or restricted, charge of the fair that every parents of children along ie.
unanimous verdict of tobacco
several
years.
field
for
the
past
growers from the "black patch" He was married to Miss Eliza- bill which places a club in the the president, in his discreti", Confederate soldier who attends lines.
of Kentucky, Tennessee and Vir- beth Veal, who with three daugh- hands of the president to strike is authorized and empossered th will be admitted free to the Within the past two weeks
ginia in a conference in the of-I ters, Misses Amye, Inez and Lo- back at Great Britain or any oth- prohibit and restrict the im Pc'r" grounds and to all of the exhib- two boys have been crippled
tice of Senator Martin, of Vir-I Orr, survive. The deceased er country that seeks to impose tstion of similar articles into the its and attractions on t h e while hopping freight trains.
la
restrictions on American corn- United' States, or in case the'grounds. A.uniform or insignia This practice is usually indulged
ginia.
bliss Elizasister,
leaves
a
also
It was genertilly agreitretat beth Orr, and a brother, D. W. merce similailo the embargo on United States does not import designating them as soldiers will in by the youngsters of the smaltobacco to Germany and Austria. similar articles, then a(her ar- be recognized by the fair pffi- ler communities, and they go
Great Britain was acting in an
Crossland,
Calnear
Orr,
living
among their playmates and boast
The senators lost no time in ticles.
arbitrary and 'unfair manner.
cials. An unusual series of en that "they can't run 'em too fast
county.
way
acting in behalf of the growers The president shall, by procla- tertainmenta for the benefit of
Senator Martin said that he beThe deceased was truly a good i
departstate
the
that
if
!of
this and other states. They mation, make known the prohi- the veterans will be prepared by for me." The boys seldom reallieved
had
many
friends.
He
man
and
ize the danger until they are
submitted the proposed relalia- bited articles of the offending Commissioner Cohen.
ment would show a little nerve
member
of
the
First
Bap
was
a
'trey legislation to Secretary of country and any citizen who im-I Commanding Maj. Gen._W. J. maimed-and this is usually foland send an ultimatum to Great'
'
church
of
Mayfield.
tilt
Arrests usState Lansing when, with -the ports them into this country 1Britain which would be- clear
a Stone, of the headquarters, Ken- lowed by a lawsuit.
The
funeral
services
were-conpractice
for a abort
ually
stop
the
Idark tobacco growers of five to be fined not less than $200 nor tucky division, U. C. V., has
and unmistakable, the latter
from
the
late
home
ducted
at
4
•
boys
are
soon back
time,
but
the
country would change its posistates, their senators and repre- more $50,000 or imprisonment sent the letters to the soldiers.
o'clock
Thursday
afternoon,
conat
the
same
old
tricks.
tion. Representative Byrnes. of
sentatives, they went to the de- for two yearn
The proposed day for the soldiers
ducted by Rev. L. J. Covington.
Tennessee, who has been active!
partanent to urge renewed diplo- - At the state department this at the fair will in no way inter- Superintendent
Burial
in
Cemetery.
Maplewood
eonson
of
the
safety
work
has
in the fight, expressed the same'
matie representations in behalf afternoon the protest of the gro- fere with a meeting of the di- ,
-Mayfield Messenger.
view.
of the tobacco men.
wers was presented to Secretary vision to be held later in Pewee ceived the idea that a direct ap.1. W. Albrittea Dead.
Kentucky members of congress
Secretary Lsnsinigave almost Lansing by R. E. .Cooper, Hop. Valley, Maj. Stone said in a let- peal to the parents or guardians
rewere present to give their help
immediate approval to the Ken-i
pro- kinaville, chairman of the con- ter to Col. W. A. Milton, Adju- of such offenders will bring
by
citing
that
believes
sults
and
to any movement looking to the At an early hour Tuesday posed amendment and the
ference of tobacco growers. The tant General and Chief af,„Stair
'-specific cases, such as the tworelief of the tobacco growers. , morning J. W. Albritton died af- tuckians succeeded in having the proposal for retaliatory legisla- of the division.
accidents referred to, that he
Among the Kentuckians here ter an illness of the infirmities senate finance committee meet tion was sutmitted by Senatnr
will get results.
Will Nonate Next Saturday.
are W. D. Fowler,James McKin- incident to old age, being about immediately after their return James and Representative Hullo
"Train hopping" is dangerous
zie. R. E. Cooper and George 78 years old.
to the capitol. The committeelof Tennessee. The Kentucky
grown ups, in fact, nobody
to
Gary, Hopkinsville: Judge R. V. He is survived by his wife and voted unanimously to eliminate senator acted as a member of the l .A runoff democratic primafy
except
the train crews has any
Gregory, Mayfield; Messrs. W. two children, Mrs. T. G. Mar- from the revenue bill another re- senate finance coMmittee. The I will be held in Stewart county,
business
on a freight train, and
B. Kennedy, W. F. Paxton and shall, with whom he lived, and prisal section and inserted the Tennessee congressman is metn- Tenn.. next Saturday to nomiC.
& St. L. Railway is
the
N.,
William Wright: Paducah: Ruby one son, Joe Albritton, of Mar- James-Beckham amendment.
; ber of the ways and means corn- nate a candidate for representsto secure the coopendeavoring
tive to be elected in November.
LatToon and W. J. Cox, of Medi- tin, Tenn. He was a worthy
This amendment provides that mittee.
public in its efthe
eration
of
_ The candidates are N. A. Link
Ponville, and former Senator G. citizen and a staunch member of,
reduce
the number of
to
forts
i and M. F. Brandon. In the first
the Christian church.
T. Wyatt. of Olmstead.
Tobacco Market Active,
that there are in the university
accidents.
avoidable
evelprimary Link received 685 votes,
The situation with respect to The fu,.eral services were conmany students getting free
B. Cobb, See that your boy does not enBrandon 56.-i and C
C. B
ducted
at
New
Providencechurch
placed
tobacco
the embargo on
Clarksville.
Tenn.,
27.:
erg
Aug.
advantage
-for
which
other
the
race,
the
man
in
507. gage in the dangerous practicethird
by Rev. Penny Brown
by. Great Britain, in brief, seems Wednesday
of Murray, with interment in The tobacco market for the week students have-to pay. is hurting . The run-off is to be between ithe
to be as follows, judginseby the New Providence cemetery -Ha- has been very quiet, although the institution-. Frequently from two candidates receiving the
Attacking Mr. isebbs.
of the dark tobacco zel News,
some good sales were made at the same community and from Ugliest number of votes.
representatives here:
the various warehpuses. Leaf ;families of similar conditions
The Courier-Journal, in ghoulThat unless unrestricted sale
sold from $675 to $15 25 and !there are pupils who pay and puish glee, attacks Mr. Beckham
of tobacco, especially the 1916
lugs from $5.10 to $13 00. Deliv- pils who do not.
this morning because he, with
crop now in bond, is permitted
cries were light as farmers are l President Barker raised the
nine other democratic senators,
by Great Britain to neutral counbusy cutting the present crop. question. At one time the unijoined the republicans in voting
tries, congress and the state deWhile sales were small they are versity adopted the policy of alto consider the immigration bill
partment will be asked to shut
likely to continue until the new;lowing the counties to send all
before consideration of the raveoff from Great Britain all pro1
crop is ready for the market.!they wanted. This was stopped.
bill was completed.
nue
Judiscial District
ducts from the United States Nashville, Tenn., Aug. 31.- This section is stirred up over'Then President Barker asked The Third
.
week Mr. Thomas and.
Last
which that country must haveiAmong the hundreds of letters the embargo England has placed whether this does not create an Democratic Executive Commit- Mr. Johnson, two Kentucky conRetaliations, if necessary to pro- voluoteering services in the on shipments of tobacco to Ger- unconstitutional discrimination, tee, at Eddyville, last Tuesday gressman, were two of thirtyant American interests, will be event of a strike, none is more many and Austria. If this eon- and Attorney General Logan said morning nominated Judge C. H. five democratic congressmen who
Bush, of Hopkinsville, as a can----demanded also, an organization appreciated by President John dition of affairs prevails millions that in his opinion it does.
navy approterm of voted to defeat the
representing all tobanco inter-Howe Peyton of the N. Clot: St. of dollars will be lost to the to-__ With the normal schools the didate for the unexpired
priation bill, which is one of the
Haabery.
the bite Judge
eats, which will refuse to sell to-IL Railway than the one sent by bacco growers in the black patch. case is different, as a condition
most important administratios
ham to Great Britain,'will be officers of a company of ex-Conof their scholarships is that the Hon. R. T. Wells, of this city, measures at the present Remiss_
federate veterans in which they No Mare Comity Sdashirships Analyst possessor agrees to teach in the withdrew from the contest for The Courier-Journal did not find
formed.
R. E. Cooper, of Hopkinsville, offer to do guard duty in the propublic schools, thus rendering a the nomination after it became it necessary to attack Mr. Jobenot
state
which
in
the
A
custom
was named as the Kentucky tection of the properties of the
clear public service in consider- known to him that it was
son and Mr. Thomas for their*elecprimary
secure
a
to
possible
more
than
force
for
has
been
in
member of the steering commit-;company in event of a strike.
ation of his privileges.
the final considerstion. He had canvassed the corn- fection upon
- -, "We are too old to do much half a century will be overturntee.
measnre;.
important
Militia Officer Shia by Woman.
mittee previous to its meeting tion of this
work," the letter states, "but ed by the opinion of Attorney
to, paeffort
an
Charged With Heaious
and learned that of the four but they make
l we are armed and equipped and General Logan and free trans.
he bebecause
Beckham
Ga., Aug. 25.-Capt. members all were in favor of a lory Mr.
in case of any trouble are sub- portation and board and lodging'
coosidshould
be
bill
one
Sheriff Whitford and S. C. ject to call and could do good and tuition given county schol- E. J. Spratling. F company, fifth committee nomination with the lieved
another. A larger
before
ered
infantry.
national
guard
of
Georsingle exception of W. A. SexC. Folks have gone to East Prai- service guarding your property." arship pupils at the Universiti
democrats in tbethe
cent
of
per
rie, Mo., to get Henry Gaither, The communication also says of Kentucky is such a discrimi- gia, was shot and killed today ton, member from Lyon county.
Mr. Beckham
with
voted
'
,senate
who is charged with attempted' that the company of veterans nation as to violate the bill of in front of his tent in the state' Mr. Wells had previously declarin the house
democrats
did
than
upon the person of &twelve -hods membership in the nation- rights, prohibiting the granting mobilization camp near here. ed-that he would not accept a
Mr. Thom-Johnson
and
,
with
Mr.
year o'd dsughter of Henry titan al guard of the state and has so of special emoluments or privi- Mrs. H. C. Adams, of Atlanta. committee nomination and held
Mr. Ham lives on Tennessee belonged for twenty year,. Pres- leges to any citizens, excepting was arrested on the statements out to the end for a primary. In !asof several officers and men that,_making his announcement of I If the Courier-Journal mold
ridge, between Dover and Stand- ident P,yton is a honorary aim- for public services.
destroyed Mr. Beckham poUnder the law each county she shot the militia officer. She withdrawal Mr. Wells addressed ;have
ing Rock creek. It is alleged her of the company.
litically
he would have been deari
that the attempt was made some • In addition to hundreds of oth- may send to the university free declined to make any statement. the committee in a very pleasbut in spite of the perago,
long
time last spring and the parents er letters received by the man- of all expense one student for
Mr!. Tabitha Crabtrm of Crof- ing manner.
slander stad vituea
abuse,
sistent
.
did rot learn of it till some five agement from Employes in other each 3,000 of the population, se- ton Ky. and Mrs. B. B. Wil- Judge James Breathitt. Hop
filling the
enjoys
eration,
he
or six weEke ago, when a war-:departments offering their ser- lected by the county superintend- liamson, of Auburn, Ky., are kinsville, will probably make the
gift of
the
within
office
highest
rant was sworn cut, charging • vices in the event of a strike, 1 ent in competive examination, the guests of L. Y. Woodruff and race on the republican ticket
the state, to which
of
people
the
Gaither with the crime but he ; President , Pey ton has received ;It appears that it is net alwaysi wife, southwest of the city. The Lisinestoa Co. Enthused Over Miss.
he was elected by the largest
7s,
eluded the officers and got away. 462 teltartrams from prominent'ambitious children of poor par- former is an aunt and the latter
democratic majority in thirty
The sheriff was notified Sunday business men, commercial organ- lentage who are sent and the fact a cousin of Mr. Woodruff.
Smithland, Ky., August 28.- year.--Elizabethtown News.
that they had caught him in East isations, fanners and bankers ---- -- - ---- -------Livingston county is highly en-v
Prairie.
pver the territory commending
Aselad Read Bsailhass.
thused over the recent meetings
A crime of this character his stand for arbitration during
Livingston
County
Devel'of the
against a child under fourteen the negotiations at Washington.
I opment Association and mem- Stewart county tamed down
years of age is the only one that Many of these messages bore the
bers say a new era is dawning the move for Lund roads Saturcarries with it the death penal- signatures of from seven to
I The three regiments of ''Ken- several months. No infortna- for Livingston county in agricul- day when her citizens defeated
ty in this scate.-Dover, Tenn.. twenty men.
tucky National Guards were en- tion was given out regarding the ture and livestock raising. The a bond issue of $200,000 te be
Courier.
Iris
Loftin,
Miss
daughter
of
trained at Ft. Thomas Tuesday route to be traveled in going to addresses of Morgan 0. Hughes used in the construction 'of bet•
and Dr. H. H. Cherry were es- ter roads.
Frank
Loftin,
and,
a
prominent
agand Wednesday of this week for theMailsetor.m'
Mrs. M. J. Chriatenberry,
beneficial. The meetPeciallY
embers
of
the
units
However the defeat 1,01 by
boys
young
The
border.
ed 82 years. died last Tuesday
wt"an of Benton. itan4the Mexican
-night after a long illness of con- married to Mr. Ralph Lenbi.-Of Will be on the road about five should be addressed in care of ings of the association were the small majority -of 41 votek...
company and regiment of largely attended and many new The north side of the river large, aumption. She was a highly eli- Hardir, Saturday afternoon at .6 days. The order to move was the recip
k a on
.ion
ar e members have been added.
t
e
in
Benton,
the measure, which
o'clock
Rev.
R.
T.
enthu• received with a burst of
tes med 'ady ard is survived by
words ,,Kentuc y National It was voted to request theTia- ly favored
performing
the
ceremony.
Hall
the
defeated
by the residents of
siasmo- it is probable that
three sons ard two Caughters.
Until a permanent •eal court to appropriate $800 W: was
Guards.
a
groom
is
or
be
in
wnittent teeth- Kentuckfnantingent wiU
The burin; took p le?, in he West The
camp is estabilahedinail should -ward the payment of a farm ag- the south side. -Doses., went.
er of Harshen c. linty.
ent's salary for the county,
largely against the Pee:mace...is
active service on the border for be sent to El Paso, Texas.
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THII MITIRAY LEDGER MURRAY, IT.
may bleb need end shoulders visible,
Wadi ever sad eternise tholes law
peeing etralght at Me Ills arms were 'girds." he said. pointing
to where the
• vesting on the bait open slide. lie neven rigging should.
.have been.
made no movement whatever—simply
."I'hey have been cut with a knife?"
stood there, staring at me.
I earlaimed.
a
I began to nimble. The old stom"Not quite." he laughed. "It wag• EXPERT WRITES OF MIStAKE
ach Mekness clutchetlinee...Letut was seater-jue. Look
KCADE IN THE KITCHEN,
again."
hand on the edge of the house to
I looked. Tbiti• lanyards had betellesteady myself. My lips seemed sud- most severed,'
Carried Safely Through Change
Ith lust enough left to
denly dry and I moistened them hold the
of Lift; by Lydia E.Pinkham's
Ahmeds till some severe Constant Use of Strong Alkali Sound
against the need of speech. Nor did strain
Vegetable C,ompcund.
should be put upon them.
to Destroy Linings of Pats arid
for an instant take In,'yea- off him.
"Cooky did that," he laughed again
Pans, to Say Nothing of RuinNeither of us spoke. Tbere WU some- et
know, though 1 didn't spot him at
Nashville,Tenn.—"When I was going'
ing the Hands.
thing ominous in his silence, his im it.
Kind of evened up the score a
••
the Change of Life I had a tuthrough
mobility. All my_ old fear of him re•••'
bit."
4.014
:
',7%
mor as large as a
•
If I had may way I would go Into
••• ••••t turned anti by new fear was Incrtasad
ateed
;141's head. The
"Good for ettigridge`e I crieu.
the kitchen of every hvonian in the
a hundred fold. And still we stood,
octor said it was
"Yes, that's what I thought when land_ and contbseute her
entire
%ripply
SYNOPSIS.
'Good night, Humphrey," she said. the pele of us, staring at each other. everything went over the
three years coming
side. Only of netting melte writes Mrs. Christine
I was aware of the demand for sc- 1 said
--till-This use of our given natnes had
and gave me mediIt on the other side of my Frederick in the Ileum:it Dully
News.
11Coephrey Van Witydisn, critic end Allot- come quite as a matter of course,
cine for it until I
and ion, and, my old helplessness *teeing mouth"'
tan,e. finds himself •board It. sealing
Thai one inieused urticle iii respeuelper,.. , ner (these captein Welt 1,..arsen. was as unpremeditated as it was nat- upon me. I was waiting for him to
was called away
what
-Bet
were
you
Lie
doing
mere
for
while
sire, red humus, more
bound to Japan waters. The remain ural
all
In that moment I could have take the initiative Then, as the mo. this was
the city jar
from
wisk.• him cabin boy -for the good. of l.is
vlagnar
I asked.
Pete-with worn-Mit linings,- than lily
Ments went by, it we. gie teal_
MAY- mum_ around her _and
..aimd.1_111;edt Amobas-a.asisimao-oes4--tisalPelome
-best, Totternagrue tints, whit'
-M1P fittlIr.---1- Mr not erugiterate
in ,t, basis for • obit...op/de discuesten her to tne. I should certainly
course I could not
have pressed upon me that I was there, not enigma much
limn Bump. Bump's Intimacy stilt% Wolf
under the circum- when I Nay that in ninnykitch
kitc'
'
ens
incte.tare. A .nrnisal of brutality breaks done so out in that world to which we to have Wolf Larsen take the Initia- stances,"
go to him then, so
V.
eashitig
node is put into the pots afloom, In the ship. Wolf proves himself belonged. As It was, the situation tive, but to take it myself.
my sister in law told
the master biute. Hump Is made matt,
I turned to re-examine Thomas ter every Meal. Theit hut, Call We 4.1.
pn th.. hell-stop and pro‘Pli that he has stowed there in the only way it could;
e that she thought.
•
I cocked both barrels and leveled Mugreige's
peCt to have uteuses that are bright
work.
Morrted -to stand
his own lege.- Two but I was left alone in my little hut, the shotgun at him. Had he moved,
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comfilen desert
shiny
and
Veggie! VI one of the small
if
we
"I
mileeet
guess
them
Ill
treestuutsit down and take the
• all
pound would cure it It helped both
A young woman and four men, glowing warmly through and through attempted to drop down the compansunshine." J. beard Wolf Larsen say- ly to so strung% chetuletat
illtarrivors of a steadier wreck, am. res. with a pleasant satisfaction; and I ionway, I know I would
Change of life and the tumor and
the
have shot ing.
cued from • 'moll boat. The de/us:germ
%Seething mode is the crystal of soda
when
lire lighted, but Wolf eteeele awn). ehtll knew that a tie, or a tacit something, him. But be stood motionless anti
I got home I did not need the deeeter.
There was a hint, just a slight hint. itch a very streug alkali. Washing
Yes them to drown. Maude Brewster, existed between us elach had not
staring
as
the Pinkham remedies until the
took
before.
exI
And as I faced
the reelcued girl, begins to realise her
soda should never be toted in a send
him, with leveled gun shaking in my of physical feebleness in his voice,
tumor was gone, the doctor said, and I
anger at the hands of Wolf. Van Wry' isted before.
form, but should be dissolved melee
n realises that he loves. Maude. Weirs
hands, I had time to note the worn and it was so strange that I looked
have not felt it since. I tell every one
✓ately and the solution be. usedsparrotten. Death Larsen cornea on the seal.
bow I was cured. If this letter will
and haggard appearance of his fare. quickly at him. His hand was sweepCHAPTER XXVI.
'Rounds in the steam sealer kt.o•ingly. When I city that two table•nin "hors" the sea, 1111111 Wolf capturee
help others you are welcome to use it.."
It was as if some strong anxiety had ing nervously across his face, as
Several of his boats.
though be were brushing away cob- epeenrubs of dry stela are [sufficient for —Mrs. E. H. Bsuit, 525 Joseph Avenue,
The °host runs
wasted
it.
The cheeks were sunken,
away In a fog. Wolf furnishes liquor to
I awoke, oppressed by a mysterious
webs. I was puzzled. The whole • lure tub of water, you can readily Nashville, Tenn,
Vie prisoners. He attacks Maude. Van sensation. There seemed
something and there was a wearied, puckered thing was so
We den attem to to kill him and falls
unlike the Wolf Larsen see why "a handful of soda" is abLydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comexpression
on
the
brow.
missing
Welt is suddenly stricken helpless
in
my
And
environmen
it I had known.
t. But the
by the
surdly too much to use In a poor, pound,
✓eturn of a blinding head trouble,
a pure remedy containing the
seemed
to
me
that
his eyes were
mystery and oppressiveness vanished
With ail hands drunk .und asleep ond
"How are your headaches?" I asked. harmless kitchen utensil.
vin after the first few seconds
extractive properties of good old fashstrange, not only the expression, but
Wii)den and Maude Pletlipe
of
waking.
a small
If foods are cooked with care there ioned roots and herbs, meets the needs
"They still trouble me," was his antwat together. They land onIn Endeavor
when I Identified the missing some- the physical seeming, as though the
swer. "I think I have one coming need be no scorching. •if no scorching of woman's system at this critical period
optic
nerves
and
supporting
muscles
thing
as
the wind.
When I had
—
then the particles which adhere to the ef her life..Try it.
on now,"
dressed and opened the door, I heard had suffered strain and slightly twistbottom and sides should be easily
CHAPTER XXV—Continued.
lie
slipped
down
If there litany symptom in your
from
his
sitting
ed
the
eyeballs.
the waves still lapping on the beach.
posture till he lay on the deck. Than scraped off with a round-pointed flat ease which puzzles you, write to
All this I saw, and my brain now
garrulously attesting the fury of the
woodep pitedlte anti not a metal instru- thoL_ydia E. Pinkham Medicine
was all she replied; but I
working rapidly, 1 thought a thousand ho rolled over on his side, his bead
Dould have sworn there was a note of night. I had slept late. and I stepped
resting on the bleeps of the under ment. If one Is so careless as to Co., Lynn, Kass.
outside with sudden energy, bent dpon thoughts; and yet I could not pull the
_
disappointment in her voice. •
arm, the forearm shielding his eyes scorch a utensil, plain wuter will distriggers.
I lowered the gun and
But e my woman. my mate kept making up lost time as befitted •
from the sun. I stood regarding him solve the food as well as any water NO USE FOR HEARSE THERE
stepped to the corner of the cabin.
Endeavor Island.
with soda.
ringing in my head for the rest of. dweller on
wonderingly.
And when outside, I stopped short, primarily to relieve the tension on
Now as to actual cleaning: Our Sleepy Driver's Horsed Brought Hie
the day and for many days. Yet neser
"Now's
your
chance,
Hump."
he
said.
believed my eyes w-thout question. my perces and to make a new start,
ruedern
pots; are made either of endid it ring more loudly than that I
"I
don't
Unwelcome Vehicle to the Wrong
understand
,"
I
lied,
for I
and incidentally to be closer. Again I
amel, aluminum or retinues' ware. In
nicht. as I watched her _draw _ back and yet I was for the moment stunned
Neighborhood.
what they disclosed to nie.ijebere, i raised the gun. Ile Was almost at thoroughly understood.
by
the bleu
any case, the outside should never be
-kit of moss from the coal.,
"Oh,
nothing,"
he
added
softly,
as
arm's
length.
beach,
There was no hope for
not fifty feet away, bow
-setters-4 with-mtelke4I. Ennmei is the
blow up the fire, and cook the evening on the
Carl Blessing, a young former livdismasted, was a black-bulled yes- him. I was resolved. There was no If he were drowsing; -"only you've not
easiest to keep clean of the three be- ing near Columbus, um; at wo-k in.
meal. It must have been latent sav- on,
me
where
you
want
me."
Masts and boom, tangled with possible chance of missing him, no
sel.
agery stirring in me, for the old
"No, I haven't," I retorted; 'for I came. of Its chinalike surface. The a field ennui distnnee feint hie home,
shrouds, sheets, and rent canvas, were matter bow poor my marksmanship.
words, so bound up with the roots of
worst thingewe can do to enamel ware lie impiwneti to look in the direction
rubbing gently alongside. I could "And yet I wrestled with myself and want you a few thousand miles away
Is to let a soda solution monk into it, um of hits house and then stepped to look
the race, to grip me and thrill me.
from
here."
looked, could not pull the triggers.
And grip and thrill they did, till I have rubbed my eyes as I
lie chuckled, and thereafter spoke this eats off the porcelain and lessens again. A hearse was teeing driven up
heVell?" he demaeded imnetiently.
tell asleep, murmuring them to mysta There_ was the home-made galley we
.
no more, lie did not stir as I passed the life of our pot.
the lane anti as he Mood there •-vattie
nad- built the familiar break of the
I strove vainly to force my fingers
over and over again.
So many say to me: "Oh, aluminum trig, the herees steppiel with the hearse
by
him
and
went
down
into
the
cabin.
poop,
the low yacht-cabin scarcely down on the triggers, and vainly 1
e
• •
•
•
•
•
I lifted the trap in the floor, but for ware is so hard to keep clean!" In at the Bit-seine gate. Blessing ran to
rising above the raiL
It was the strove to say something.
It Wei 11- dark and evil-appearing
some moments gazed dubiously int° my own home we have used alumi- the house to see what had hapeened.
Ghost.
"Why don't you shoot" he asked,
thine that but, not fit for aught better
the darkness of the lazaretto beneath. num for three years and it Is still On the front seat of the hearse weeIt came upon me suddenly, •
I cleared my throat of a huskiness I hesitated
than swine in a civilized land; but for
to descend. What if his bright anti :silvery looking outside. The nie driver, fast asitep. Bteseing aenkstrange, that nothing moved aboard. which prevented speech.
us, who had known the Misery of the
lying
down
were a ruse? Pretty, In- Inside of sonic pots has beceme dis- entel him.
Wearied from the night of struggle
"hump."
be said slowly. "you can't deed, to be caught
open boat, it was a snug little babitathere like a rat. colored through cooking certain foods.
and wreck, all hands were yet asleep.
"Are you not demi?" the driver
tion. Following the housewarming.
do it. You are not exactly afraid. You I crept softly up the
companionway All we ever use on aluminum is whilst asked.
Maud and I might yet escape. I would
which was accomplished by means of
Your conventional and peeped at him.
are impotent.
koap
and water daily, and then we
He was lying
call her and start. My hand was lift.
"Not that you could mince," Bleesmorality is stronger than you. You as I had left him.
seal-oil and a wick made from cotton
Again I went Ls polish it weekly with a good silver pol- ing returned.
en at her door to knock, when I recolare the slave to the opinions which low; but before
calking. came the hunting for our winish.
alkali
No
powders
or
such
as
are
I dropped into the
lected the smallness of the island,
"Well, isn't anybody dead berer
have credence among the people you lazaretto I took the
ter's meat and the building of the
precaution of cast- on the market and commonly tasted
We could never hide ourselves upon
"Net unless they died in the last
second hut. It was a simple affair,
have known and have read about. ing down the door in
advance. At should ever he allowed to touch alumi- five minutes," Ned Blessing.
It There was nothing for us but the
Their code has been drummed Into least there would
now, to go forth in the morning and
be no lid to the trap. num, as it is the alkali in the water
wide raw ocean. I thought of our snug
-Then the driver realized he had
your head from the time you lisped. But it was all needless.
return by noon with a boatload of
I regained that turns the alumitium dark,e
little huts, our supplies of meat and
gone to sleep anti the homes had
Seals. And then, while I worked at
and in spite of your philosophy, and the cabin with a
Never
an
rub
entire
cake
des
of
-.ewe
store of jams, seaoil and moss and firewood, and I knew
turned in to the'Blessiug lane of their
building the but, Maud tel-..es-....---neel
what I have taughtrou, ft won't let biscuits, canned meats,
thei:-Inet-we could never surefire the wintry of
and such on a pun or utensil, as this makes own accoW. He,fen/timbered than he
oil from the blubber and kept a slow
you kill an unarmed, unresisting man." things—all I could carry—and
scratched
streaky
and
places.
Scrape
re
was .going to the White creek neighEtre under the frames of meat. I had
"I know it," I said hoarsely.
or tiseaTeery flue powder with as Mlle
placed the trap door.
borhood,
he turned arounri, %%enbeard of jerking beef on the plains.
i "And yoshnow that I_ Wield IIIII an
sand aspossi bleAsits composition. andersa Byt
and our seal meat, cut in thin strips
1-tmarmed man as readily as I would
apply preferably with- a soft brush dows the --lone and remained- -awake
and hung in the smoke, cured excelsmoke a cigar," he went on. "You
rather than a rag, which is an unsani- until he arreed at las destination.—
lently.
know me for what I am—my worth HOW NERVES CONTROL HABIT tary procedure.
There are special Indianapelis News.
The second hut was easier to erect,
in the world by your standard. You
"pot brushes" on the market with
Case of Necessity.
tor I built it against the first, and only
have called me snake. tiger, shark, System Must Be Trained to Foilow bristles that look like a lamp chimney
Ex- President Taft teas congratuthree walls were required. But It was
monster. and Celibate 'And yet, you
Called-For Motions Along a
brush, also a very good kind made of
'work, hard work, all of It Maud and
little rag puppet., ypu little echoing
Certain Path.
corn fiber in compact. squatty shape hited, at a New lieven inteiteen, on
I worked from dawn till dark, to the
mechanism, you are unable to kill me
which could be easily scoured on the the work he has done in the cause of
limit of our strength, so that. when
Those who think a habit is just inside of the pot. It is a great mis- penee.
as you would a snake or a shark, be"Let me tell you." said Mr. Tuft.
flight came we crawled stiffly to bed
cause I have hands, feet, and a body something you remember—that is. le take to oat- metal pieces anti scrapers
and slept the animal-like sleep of ex+tamped somewhat like yours. Bah! purely a mental proposition, are mite on any kind of a pot, except a frying smiling, "an anprepriate story.
"'Why is It,' a fat man was once
haustion_ And yet Maud declared that
.had hoped better things of you, taken- Habit is a question of mechan- pare %%tech is iron and can stand it.
she had never felt better or stronger
ics as much as the smooth drawing
Dump heaps with mottutuents of en- asked. 'that you fat chaps are unsays
tn her life. I knew this was tree of
lie stepped eat of the companion- of a piston rod.
_ .
aniel items. and rubbish piles with dis- so peel-natured r
"'We have to be,' the fat num reway and came up to me.
gay
-self. but, hers was such a lily
Habit is the action of nerve mo- carded utensils would be smaller if
strength that I feared she would break
"Put down that gun. I want to tions along a beaten path. A muscle more housewives exercised a little plied. 'You see, we can neither tight
down. Often and often, her last reask you some questions. I haven't somewhere in tee body contracts and common 'sense in the cleaning of pots nor run.'"
serve force gone, I have seen her
-had a. chance to look around yet a nerve moves because It cannot help and kitchen utensils.
stretched flat on her back on the sand
What place is this' How is the it, and so on until the process is
BABIES AND GROWING CHILDREN
need a tonic to tone up the system and
lin the way she bad of resting and reee-Ohost !Ting? How did you get here? complete, and the thing we call habit
Wafers.
Dainty Cocoa
regulate the liver. Mothers are conicuperating. And then she would be
Where's Maud?-1 beg your pardon. is done.
One cupful of sugar. one table. stantly using with wonderful success,
Miss Brewster—or should I say, 'Mrs.
tap on her feet and toiling hard as
There are as many of these paths spoonful of cocoa,
a small lump or our "Plantation" Chill and Feeer Ton. Van Weyden'r
lever.
Wbere she obtained this
in the nervous system as there are
ic. Pleasant to take—contains no Cal'strength was the marvel to me.
I had backed away from him, al- habits. The impression which one butter, one-third cupful of milk. Boll
omel. Price SOc.—Adv.
forms
until
soft
when
ball
tried
a
it
most
weeping at my inability to shoot nerve center receives awakens another
-Think of the long rest this winter."
In water, then put in flavoring and beat
him, but not fool enough to put down and the whole path of the action
'was her reply to my remonstrances.
Wrong Deduction.
is until it thickens enough to spread.
tee gun. I hoped, desperately, that traveled over.
Why, well be clamorous for some"Who breaks. paste"
Spread between crackers and spread
he might commit some hostile act, attug to do."
"Oh, no; not if they're broke.--BelThe first time the action is per- the tops with the mixture. Alter they
tempt to strike me or choke me; for
We held a housewarming in my hut
formed the nerve centers do not awak- are reed put a marshmallow on top of timers American.
It Was the Ghost,
in such way only I knew I could be
the night It was roofed
en their successors readily.
For each, anti place in the oven to brown.
sUrred to shoot.
• It was a pleasant evening Indeed, sea
A flirt usually begins to lime interthis reason some things are hard tit The oven must be hot enough to
and the great storms which were
brown
"This is Endeavor island," I said. learn. Everything that employs a
d we Toted that as a social function to COMP.
est in a man after he gets him to
the
mateinuall
adowsbefore
filling
the
Endeavor island it had not yet
"Never beard of it." he broke In.
mit that he levee her
great many nerve centers is hard te melts.
And then, in a flesh, the better solubeen eclipsed. Our minds were at tion
"At
least,
that's
our name for it." I learn, because the path must be worn,
CHIMP to me. MI bands were
Chopped dates or nuts may be nddtease. Not only had we resigned oar- asleep.
(ho nerve centers trained to act in ed to the filling after taking
Why not crrep aboard the wended.
it from
etelees to the bitter winter, but we Ghost—wel
"!OtIr?“ he queried. -Who's our?" sequence. Once they are trained the
l I knew the way to Wolf
the fire.
were prepared for it. The seals could larsen's
"Miss
Brew,ster
and myself. And habit is formed. The second call upoe
bunk—and kill him in his
- Have you a lame back,
depart on their mesterious journey
the GtOst is lying:Ss you can 1198 for them its easier than the first, the thiri
aching it: v
Mutton Cutlets a In Italienne.
hat—well
;
'
"able
119
into the south at any time,'110W, for see. egetAfter
- and olzht? •.11,to you feei,sharp
wieee-e-Ito
rseif,
bow
on
th
beech."
the
easier
ass
.
etc.
-second,.
tan
dead,
th_ere_
after
sitoossingl---aterthe klitn...
Cut Off entit•te from the beet end of
all we cared; and the .stortns held no tiMeind
space In which to p' -Arty "There are seals here." he said.
terror for us. Net only were we sure do other
a neck of textiles item them. and re-- sere? Is theiraction irreinilar?
Quite So. things; and besides, what- !..111eY woke me up with their bark inc,
yttu hitt,* he:el-fiches, backacliee
move lI supertiuteis fat. Make a st•aof being dry and warm and sheltered ever new
situation arose, it could not or I'd be sleeping yet I heard theta
reeuniatic tenins,—feel tired, nervMr Harry Tate. who is to appear Is setting of finely cheeped
from the wind, but we had the softest poesibly be
mieeireones,
:s, art ;11-11-out? Fee I han's
worse than the present when I drove in last night. They were the new revue . at the. leintioa Hippo
Kidand most luxericus mattresses* that Gee:
y`
the erst warning that I was on a lee'(home can be as witty on the stage bread cruitilts. eleepteei eereley,
s—tlie !twilit-1[1e retieensprinkle
of
mixterherli
Could he male from moss- This h."'
s.
a
Milts
ended
shredby
•
shore.
so many pseiple in thie
Its sa rookery, the kind of a as he is on; but there was one occaMy knife was at my hip. I returned
been Maud's idea. and she had herself
tied shallte. and a gran- of lemon peel.- 1-eetlity. Read the
r,c I've e unted for years. Thanks
to my hut for the shotgun, made sure _
experience th-e
awn at least when he met his match Ifip the cutlets in
Jealously gattered all the motes. Thla
follows:
egg. then mask them
it was'loaded, and went down to the: to my brother Death, l'e-e—lighted on
number
small
df
Seeing
a
boys
bus
!Was to be my first night on the matGhost, With mine difficulty, and at'a fortune. It's a inlne Wbat'a_lta fly engaged in asking one another rid with the mixt-fere. dip them in egg and
A Tennessee Case
Steen and I knew I should sleep the
bread crumbs and fry theni. !nein them
the expense of a wetting to the waist, bearings?"
• ;Bee. Mr. Tate thought he would give on kitchen paper. place
Sweeter because she had made it
them on a hest . tkist
rv
id
.1.
AeT.r
efircr
laee
I climbed &boa& The lorecastle scut"Haven't the least idea." I sait them • poser.
71-tdioSentn.:
"Feet/
, As she rose to go she turned to tle
dish round a mound of mashed potato,
Brownsville, Tenn.,
was ripen. I paused to listen for "But you ought to know quite closely.
Mut
t
one
of
the
Going
::
to
up
lade
be
'
I
was
tn•uMe with the whimsical way she had, the
and pour a well-flavored hreivn gravy
hits
bled a great deal by,
breathing of the men. but there What were your last ebservationer asked:
Sae
and said:
round
e.siltt
them.
kidneys
The.
was no breathing. I cautiously deHe smiled inscrutably, but did not
"What time Is it when the cloak
..something is going to 'happen—is
were
seended the ladder. The place had answer.
too
Strikes thirteen?"
frequent
happening. for that matter. I feel ft.
and tatec
Lanwi
Lyonnaise Eggs.
tyy In pasthe empty and melee feel and smell
"Well, where's all hands — I asked.
"Time it was takeh to the doe*
and 'sometimes
Something is coming here, to us. It is
Peel
and
chop
fine two mediumedset sagehack
usual to a dwelling no longer inhab- "How does It
come that Yoe are maker's to be mended," answered Uzi white onions anti
horning now. I don't know what. but
ached and I hal
cook them gently is
ited. Everywhere was a thick litter Wooer
urchin promptly.--,Excbangs.
ahem cutting pains
Et Is coming."
quarter of a cupful of butter until
of the worthless 'forecastle dunnage
when I stoope-d or
I was preptited for him again to
"Good or bad,- I asked.
they begin to color. Stir In one tableIMed. Doares /CMof a long voyage. I noted that the
French Colonial Possessions,
set aside my question, and was ewe
aey
cured
She shook her head. '1 don't know, boats were
spoonful
of
flour, then add gradually
end
missing. The steerage prised at the readiness
The Icreneh possession of Indo-China one cupful
of his reply.
bet It is there, somewhere."
of hot milk, chicken or'
cur,b has
told the same tale as tImi forecastle. - "My
trn":
brother got me Maid° forty. comprises the cemony of Cochin-China. Teal stock, and
She pointed In the direction of the The hunters
stir until smooth and ,
had packed their belong- eight hours, and
protectorat
Cambodia.
of
es
Annam.
the
through no &ult of
Bea and wind.
thick.
Season
with
pepper, malt and
Inge with similar haste. The 'Ghost mine Boarded-as
e-ks-the night with Tonkin and Lam and the territory of a speck of powdered
lasi""te"...Desal.lwAuir 347.1:61,,
'Its a lee shore." I laughed. "and was deserted,
mace; etid sig
1)hr
Kwong-Chow-Wan, leased from China
only
the
watch
on
deck
Hunters
went
I am sure I'd rather be here than athard-boiled eggs cut lengthwise Into
PI LL.
The reaction from my fear, and the back on me Ha gave
embracing
approximat
area
ely
them
—an
a
bigger
riving, a night lite this."
sweetest% •heeit thoroughly, turn out
rotrnamtuiutatca.sumixt. yknowledge that the terrible deed I lay. Heard him offering
it. Did it S10.600 square miles. The populatioa carefully on squares
"You are not frightened!" I asked haa come to do was no longer neees
of buttered toast.
right before me Of courses the crew Is estimated at 18.000,000-, of which
/sprig's with chopped parsley and
Ma I stepped to open the door for her.
sary, made me boyish and eager. I gave me the greby,
That was to be about 36,000 are Europeans, the rest ter., at once.
Her eyes looked bravely Into mine sprang up the break of the poop. and expected.
All hands went over the betng natives. savage tribeanlea,
And yen feel well' perfectly well?" saw—Wolf Larsen. What of my en- side, and
there I was, marooned on nese. Malays, and lirindoos The prism
"Never bettor." was her answer
petits and the stunning surprise, I My own vessel,
Tea in Veer Starch.
it was Death's tura. first city sip well as the principal pail
onalhl•
theerestle le eat sr hawse
We talked a little longer .botore clattered three or four steps along the End it's an
When starehing helloed ete„f„ree se tots.* the
I hey
he
in the family anyway."
cause the teed to
Cochin-Callas,
Saigon.
entry
of
is
*is went
assimilate see
deck before I could stop myself lie . 'Hut bow
little
strong
at
•
ten into the stareh. vie.stish BS. had,, the* derititik.
did you lose the master Tfiere are -sow 1.271 miles et teamed
ead
sight, Maud." I said.
was Reading In the twaipealonwag.
Is keeps the garments in good color. DEMLOP
asked,'Go
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for national or stets oMce. names of against
not wilting poetry.
foreign
trade;
implies
it
only
or later every boy begins to
dintlactloo and character, are Me -the action
Komi. people go to (*buret for lb*
to hold awl extend our foreign
0 build his dreams of tuan's estate
roll. Ungrateful for Mr. Jingles' midThe man who hag rio money can't porpese of obtaining a new nupply el
trade. It is un outward-looking forte
about activities sod interests related to
den flop to federal woman 'suffrage, of
goesip.
protectionta to Amin-elm inelustry, 111141. it.
the world's wink. It is expected of
even Pregreenive woman suffrugists elide
Mr. Hughes contemplates an inhim that he will grow up to do someare' turning tee Mr. Wilson.
ward-looking furtn of "protection."
thing, and even if he has no special
If prite-iples meet' anything. If the It proceeds iftl the aceeptell military
predilection tier work of any kind he
Pregreerhe party elm unything more thigery thin offeuelve action
is the bent
irEntiot altogether escape the feeling
then ate expresseelon unit vehicle of ?dr. kite' of actioh in defense, while the
that he will have to take. his share
ASTORIA is a hermits' eubstitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops
Itoieweeles peptide-el hatreds' and a beet defense with Mr. Hughes
Is eviwhen the time cermen. With girls, howand Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant.
_
It °anteing neither Opium.
choieeto hymn his %moat''', the maim dently to cut arid
run.
ever, the mutter is different. Hut not
Morphine nor other Narcotic substance. Its age is its guarantee. It
of Pregreesives who believed in 1912
view
this
In
of
constitutes
what
"a
heeutlite girls are neceeisselly differeut
destroys Worms and allays Feverehriess.
thee the Republienn party was relic- decent protecteadat measure" 31r.
It cures Dtarrhera and Wind
eby unture." It is apparently a differColic, It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation and Flatuleocy. It
time:try l'atIllllet IlOW be herded back
Is
probably
Pelf).
right
about
I
a
ence. arising out of old traditions, for
into that piety unchanged. unrepent- eeeratIc congrees. It would be well for
aesitellites the Food, regulates the Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy arid
children will do their part to meet the
ant, bentseel by the sume old botowe de- the countrY's_industry awl foreign
aatural sleep. The children's Panacea-The Mother's Friend.
prevailing expectations.
vele' tensity Issue' sieve the Wade eerie' trade If the mune could
The Kind You Bare Always 13ought, and which has been in use for over
itw said of
This is shown by the filet that in cer"benting Wilson" and getting the other congress.
90 years, haa born the signature of Chas. II. Fletcher, and has been made under
tain eingsem
soelety the 'only picture
offices
his personal eupervierion since its infancy. Allow no one to deceive you in this.
the girls can form of their adult state.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-good" are but Experiments that
Those Progreexive tnen tend %lateen
Sees
Massachuse
Democratic
tts
.
Ice thut of tillinugIng a household or acttrifle with and endanger the health of Infanta and
who Were nicest curtest in 1912, ns they
"With
harmony
tibeelute
among
the
ing as timeless; whereas unions; others,
Children-Experience against Experiment.
still .ore, see the progre'ssive' awl re- leenreents :mei bitter lime-tie'teal differlooking foretell to Mork at wages Is
Ormolus
Ceded& always bears the sleaatare et
form legielatIon aceennitilehed or ad'
divhfing the ItettUb1141111s. we
'he regular thing. It la tukeu for
iterated- by' Mr. -Witiom -and
*-torre more than aneeFeltisecelliiiene
rietri-•
To
granted nett the girl will earn her liv(*rats. They see theltiselves elaliteffli it- carry the settee for the president this
ing. And eith comintrielvely raro exurpumly trenteel as puppets by tlie mas- year," declare,' Or. John W. Coughlin
Truthful Wife.
ceptions, the atoeumption thus mete
ter of-the show. They ee't' the tallier of Frill Mier, ()femme-title nate/mil
A detective was preilsing the truthWill give color to the girl's outiewit uud
act betweletrying to bees the party that conimItteemat,i for elnemachusettst,
Hobble WitA Able to Point dut Its fulness of women.
tone to her work of preparation.
weft ell for the rule of the temple,
aaelle,-Itierneecrate leave not ,settled . Limitation
"If war bulletins were es truthful as
s When Called ettdon
In spite of the fact that women are
culinly ordering it back to the Repute- upon n enteffente for governor. FormWoMett." he said, "we'd have a bettes
to
Admire
insect
entertnjursICIM:
tIonaiti_
.-etarter---14i4-4fdieVe
TGovennor Witish. who is in the fur
idea of how this world struggle le
.
_decreasing numbers, and in spite of
Hughes' amine is but u clunk of the East, doubtless could have the nominaIn the* onifilea of some persona, the fenny going.
the fact that women remain at "work"
Repetelicnti bosses, the genie Old or- tion if he wanted it, but he is not in new
"I remetuber a case theottannduyteacher was going al
t too far
tenger and integer periods, it is RUH to
ganization agaitiet which they revolted the country. I do net know who may
in her nttentinn to nature etudy. How- it's• interesting in its revelatieete ad
-------be expected that most girls will marry.
four years ago. They see, sorrowfully Ice chosen. but you may be sure that
ever. the children appeared to enjoy woman's trutlifulnees-the case of
tend lb it they Will heelstile he-ads of
or bitterly. that Mr. Roosevelt has no there will be eo factional controversy,
it all, and, so far, no pnrents had wade husband who had disappeorten•
lieniselields and of families The. probHe Will Take His Share When the fonoineres for being in a minority; that Former Representati we fereennell has open einection to the little talks
"Questioning the wife. I said to her:
On
lem ref training for the adult years is
to him the sole remaining use of the been'talked of as a candidate for the,
Time Cornea.
"'And now, madam, tell me-this ta
birds. limpets. and flowers With which
thus complicated for the girl in a eity
Progressive party is to serve as his United States senate. '
the teacher diversified the routine of very important-tell me what your
thut dots not appear with the boy. short while, perhaps for a lifetime-el an more than pleneed with the
bridge baceic tee Republicanism.
echoed
work. So all went along quite husband's very last words were when?
With the bey grown up the vocation is or as the (only niternative an expensive
The pointion of the dietinguighed eituatlon In nitiesachueetts. Even the, comfortabl
y until the afternoon a hen he left?"
the. main concern (of his tinie and training for high grade efficiency that
Progreesives who have informed Chair- Republienns must admit that their
"'Ills last words,' the truthful
flyl
the
end
thought ; marriage need family tire con- may be utilized for but a short period
the flea were up for conman McCormick of their Teenier to party le split, and that the differences eideration,
creature answered, with a blush,'were
sidered to be..rather incidental. With and then go to waste'? Must we have
vote the Democratic ticket,, the pro- must Neve an influent* on the vote.
inalowing the teacher's lead, the "For heaven's sake, shut up!"
the girl grown up. em the contrary, the them look forward to an empty and
greet:lee and constructive ticket. is en- To help the Democrat% the industrial ehlidren
home must be the chief concern, where- idle middle age (after their children
had all grown enthusinstic
couregine to Demorratic prospect's. A eoseditions uvi Ii undeetiliteelly contribute over
To Fortify the System Against
as any other occupation is considered shall no longer need their contintertus
the astonishing werobatic abIlIties
largely.
Working1
nm'
eyerywhere are eel
stronger hope is to be found Inc theemSummer Heat
I ncidental.
the
fly-all
except
Robbie
May,
who
attention), either bemuse they are not
employed
lit good wages, prosperity
distingidshed, silent, and sincere ProMen, users of Grove's Tasteless Ceill
for
genie
time
had
Since it Is Impossible to know be- prepared for work worth doing or bebeen
staring
moodabounds,
money is plentifte and the
gre'ssive's who, like them, resent the atily at hie 44.'44, casting only tweasional Touic make it a practice to take this old
forehand, in ray given case, whether (
-gluey the terganization of work does
standard remedy regularly to fortify be
tempt to deliver the Progressives.. un- country is at peace. And when that
glances at the teacher, laud those unyour daughter will or will not marry not permit them to utilize their trainis
considered
,
the
ehanees
system ageless the depreesing eflect of
of Demoeonsulted and unwilling, to the Remistakably
sullen.
ing after the necessary interruptions.
cratic
success
summer beat as these who are strong
are certainly very great.
putiliesn party. The Wilson ProemsIt became so noticeable by the time withstand the heat of suinrne, better team
This is not Dorothy's problem; it is sives
are S tereeng Neely. and net in the Threinehent the nation parents are
they
were
nil admfrine the fart-that t those who are weak. leice eoc..
our problem. And you women elf mid-'
thankful lint the president has kept
° ear Wegt-eloee.
the country out of war, and this she-- the fly can walk en the- veiling. that
die age lei have time and energy may
Something in His Favor.
eell consider the problem of woman's
gen eou may be sure will be emblaz- -the teacher paused and turned to the
"Another Gold Brick."
**There's tent. thing I will sey for
lioy.
oneel on many a transparency in
work, as it is bound to affect your
the
It is in dispute e hetheer Colonel
daughters-and your eons, too.
campaign this full. 'Ile kept us out -'AVIA is tbe° trouble. Bohilhae" she that fellow abase nilittakee emete
Roosevelt said to J. A. IL licepking,
Inquired.
• of war.' Atari he did it with honor
"Arent'
you
listening? much trouble.
to
chairman of the New Jersey Progress-What is it?"
oatr own mitten. Our people do not Aren't you interested in the taikr
"Capped" His Story.
lee state committee, that Mr. Hughes
"Ile dues-let claim that his. 00M...want ear. The little taste the mili"Ye-es" granted Robbie. reluctantly
Crop stories quite frequently rival might "turn out to
be enother gend tiamen
have had of it Is quite enough polite. Then, warming up, 'but I bet eons we-re good. tins how."-Detroit'
efish stories" in their tendency to ex- brick." Mr. Hopkins says
the colonel to demonstrat
e what war secede a fly can't hang ley its knees, and Free Press.
ceed the speed limit !n co...wing the made the statement
tel him "in the mean."
exery boy in echool can die it all 'cept
boundary line of veracity, the bigness early part of the year"
in discussing
A HINT TO WISE Woman!.
Laurie Lee, and he's had the dipthery
of pumpkins and the immensity of thepresidential
nomination. The
Doan staffer torture when all female
Not to Embarrass Mr. Hughes.
-Youth's Cemiennlon.
cabbages, apples or potatoes equaling colemel vehemently
denies Mr. Hoptroubles will vanish in thin air after using
Ity callitte atteneen to the fact that
any big fish ever described.
king' quotation, and ee.nounees it as a president
"Fermin:sae" Price soc and Si ,o-Adv.
with 'even eerie house of
Now the capacity of soils for rais- "fnise, absolutely
false."
cengress in oppiwitneeeelehim politiene
ing things and "starting something"
Got What He Was Looking For.
A: matters stand, the. putelic Is hey "must be
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to grow claims attentions Here In
Your Skin and Make It Fresh and • Jack-,-31r. Senediet is married.
forced to judge ley probabilities. A eIrai.1
.
1tiglit.*
furnishes
s
an excellent reaa story of fertile- land told by Dr.
Mellen-Do you mean it? Why. he
Clear by Using Cutecura. Trial Fret,
men as garrulous and inter:eye-rate of son
n %th lie should nut be elected
Nathan Schaeffer as a joke on hinmelf.
this
used to say he would never marry unspeech as the colonel :Ind who habitu- ye‘r,
Thee richness of soil was being disWhen suffering from pimples. black- ites the girl was just so and so.
shy disputes words attributed to hien
lit the present senatee the Deniecrats
cussed with a woman farmer. Doctor
Jack-Well, he struck eerie who
heads. redness or roughness, smear
may at least le- suspected of having have n dear majerity
or 16, with three
Schaeffer glorified the crop peneibillthe skin with Cuticura Ointment. sewed him up all right -Judge,
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four
Progressives- e leo are more inties of his own county by saying:
Then wash off with Cuticura Soap sad
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than with
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hot water. These super-creamy eweenlonene misfortune. to disagree with Republicans. It Is, of course,
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other people as to his utterances. No that there may tee a Hughes ialsledc
Since it is Impossible to Know Wheth- ground the next morning it has grown man in public life has more
or children. One does is seollaient and as
often fout there art- no signs of It. If It*r. they preTent pore clogging.
into a crowbar."
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face.' this predicaineut. and nee one has Hughes should be elected by
a
Whereupon
normar
the other replied:
Not Marry.
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eeveral Boston.
Prince George of England. who is
Sold everywhere.-Ad,.
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ter than the colonel's.
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government
. Worse than
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Wnen Your Little Daughter Has
Grown Up, What Then?

is goIe

sei a to.OS a
L
The
It was
coming
s ma/lune' I
sway
417 1st__ --IL.. Of
aid not..
• so
law told
thought
Coined both
nor and
aoreeer.
ntil the
I, and I
cry one
.er will
Ise it."
'venue,

through becoming an etpert worker In
mime useful bin. ere Just us valuable
as those to be ticquiret1 through the
old fashioned "general- education.
And yet WM cialhot hrili (*.riling tient
niece Is a certuln element eat unreality
In training girls for work with a mental reservation or hope thief they will
not make use of the trebling. he it
quite sincere tee drill leerethy In designing or telegraphy, while wiehitig,
and while fetiehiret her tee wish, thatglee may esupe the necessity of applying her skill?
It is lupe fusible to 'wive Dorothy's
problem in en entirely aatiefuctory
way, tilileas w,are willing to litre the.
larger question of womaten work and
eel wenuan's place in the new society.
The rising generation will hell.' to
scare the pruldem. Cam we help t
better by ignoring it anal making oqr
Individual adjustnients as hest we can,
or can We eccornieligh more by looking
at it squarely and, accepting the conditionn fight through to some (uncleorlon?
Our daughters are grieving up, yours
and mine. Moat we antielpute for them
the choice between • life of idienese on
the one hand and the unentinfnetory
conditiones that prevail in most women's orenputions on the other? Must
ser accept for them - efther eternal work
und all inks Impliete-perlints for a
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Need for Co-Operation Between State
Highway snd State Prison OspartmentS is Outlined.

La the United States senate "The atate
highway department
last, Monday Senator Beckham, should hire convicts from the slats
Of Kentucky, was one of the ten prison department in exactly the same
democrats who voted with the way as it would hire free laborers,
and at the same price per day. Durrepublican members of the sen- ing
the hours of work the men ahould
ate to bring up the immigration nut be thought of as convicts, but s1ll.
_
ply as employees of the blithe/ay de
The order is bailed with gen- bill for consideratle_n_after
No payinelit
be mIdi
uine delight by the soldiers, who deniocrativnembers of the sen- for Arielngle hour
not worked and a
e Wtir
Ise°S
se
as
ate
of
had
voted to postpone the man discharged should be removed at IV"keTs;
have been eager to get out
Ito. germ so trieseril with the Joe.
once
permanently,
and
severquestion
highwhile
for
the
mobilizatio
until congress meets in
n camp
simple, painless, n•ver-tallina remthe
edy that mak(• mimeses of ere-p...way department should have no re
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McVay—Mcaaria.
sale on Saturday, September 30
Tenn., last week and will be in phis conference, will arrive in ment. The young lady expects —Clod Hopper.
Paris during the Henry county MnieFriday of this
When baby suffers with croup, at 2:00 p. m., at my farm 2 miles On Monday morning, August
week to to attend the next party given
28, at 8:00 o'clock., an informal
fair.
assist the-pastor in an eight days' in the neighborhood and will apply and give Dr. Thomas' El- northeast of Lynn Grove.—I. T.
this
of
Cannon,
Earnest
Prof.
ectric oil at once. Safe for chil- Crawford.
8242* wedding was consummated at
revival at the Methodist church. weer an evening gown.
the home of Mrs. Laura McClarBevfor
Wednesday
left
.county,
Services begin Sunday at 10:30 Hobert Albritten, the young dren. A little goes a long way.
rain
Sunday
the
in, at Puryear. with Doris H.
last
During
have
will
he
where
il. K
a. m., continuing through the man convicted in the circuit 25 and 50c. At all drug stores.
the
of
stable
Douglas
afternoon
McVay and Miss Ruth M. Mcschool
high
Kevil
the
of
charge
week at 10:30 a. m. and 7:30 court for killing Lucy Allen, colthe
of
Moore,
west
city,
Clarin
Miss
as the contracting parties.
and
Cresson
was
Wilma
conMiss
school
His
year.
fcr the
p. m. Mr. John U. Robinson, ored, and who was sentenced to
bp
lightning
and
,
!
re
a
struck
as
and
Mr.
were
Mrs. McVay will be at
Benton,
of
Kelley,
Jeanette
CanProf.
Monday.
venes next
of Paducali, leader of musk for serve a term of twenty years in
iaeroeirf the ablest teachers the Culpeiter meetings, will be the penitentiary, was carried to in Murray the past week the sult the property was destroyed home in El Paso, Texas, after
September 5.—Paris Parisian.
of the county and his friends here to direct the choir and con- the reform school at Greendale. guests of Ray Maddox and wife. by fire.
has
he
that
know
to
rejoice
will
gregation in singing.
near Lexington. He is only 18
the principalship of a splendid
About two hundred friends of years of age and after serving
school.
Monroe Peeler slipped upon him in this institution until he is 21
In speaking of the convening last Saturday and observed his he will be transferred to the
of the Arcadia high school, The 46th birthday with a feast of state prison. His case has been
Paducah News-Democrat of Wed- good things to cat. Mr. Peeler appealed.
nesday morning says: -Misal was called away from his home Fire that originated in the
Nettie Cochran will probably during the arrival of the guesta roof of the building destroyed
have charge of the expression and the whole affair was a sur- the home of J. E. Jeffrey, the
We have you as a man who believes in the full purchasing power of his
ar.d public speaking depart- prise to him. The day was de- barber, Wednesday night about
dollar when it comes to buying Lumber and Building Material. Are we right?
went." Miss Cochran is a Cal- lightfully spent. Good music 9 o'clock. Mrs. Jeffrey had reloway teacher and has massy was furnished and other enter- tired and when the fire was disThen you will be interested in knowing that we carry ttse most complete
frends and relatives in this taining features rendered that covered it was beyond possible
and best assorted stock of building material in the county, and if you get ow
c.unty.
made the day one long to be re- control. Mr. Jeffrey was at his
prices we get your business. Buy from the yard that carries the stock, that
Overland car, s3 Model T., membered. Among the guests shop at the time. The building
wactically as goal as new, has were two Baptist and one Pres- and the greater part of the housegives the values, that does the business; that yard is at the J. B. Hay Lumber
been run only l,800 miles. Anew byterian preachers. It was .an hold goods were a total loss. The
Company's cid stand.
car bought this year: looks 'and exceedingly hard matter for Mon- building was insured for $60Q
• acts like a new one. Just run roe to convince the folks that he while there was only $100 on the
WE CARRY CEMENT AND BRICK
enough le make engine run was only 46 years of age. Many contents. The less will reach •
smooth. This is a large size Ov. of those present making the-as- several hu dred dollar. Just _
eriand car. Will save you money: sertion that they had known him as the fire alarm was sounded
priced for quick sale. Address for at least fifty rears raid that the c•ty light: went out and for
F. C. Burnett, Mayfeld. Ky he was a grown man Whim they some time it was believed. that
the light plant was on fire.
312 made his sequ
.
?none Cum. 31.
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ANNOUNCEMENT

;.;

E wish to announce to our friends and patrons
and the public in general that we will on the
first day of September put our business on a strictly
cash basis.
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TWO ARE KILLED IN
100-MILE AUTO RACE

T.

HOLD GAINS NEAR ST. MIHIEL
Furious German Asaults In
the West
Said To Be Repulsed By
the French.

ITALY FORMALY AT
WAR WITH GERMANY

SAILED FROM U. S. AUGUST g
Deutschland
The German Submarine
Cargo of
Wail
Atlanti
c
Crosses
Ru.bber and Metal.

Paris The Germans have made
a
'Berlin -Via mercha nt 'Menai nS
new assault on the French, line at
the
Deutschland arrived at the mouth of
tip of the fatuous salient of St.
Aver
Millie!,
ELEVEN AUTOMOBILES ARE PILED
the NVeser on Aug 23, according tO
but have been repulsed after gainin
g THE OFFICIAL ANNOUNCEMENT the Overseas News Agency. '
UP AT A KALAMAZOO
a footihg In French trenches, accord
DeutschBRINGS ENTHUSIASM
The ageticy says that the
(MICH.) PARK.
ing to war office staterneoL
of Aug.
afterti
ASV
on
arrived
the
on
land
AT ROME.
The French gains on the Somme
mouta of
&eke Candler. representatittie BMW
23 and apcbured before the
front In the vicinity of Maurepas were
Miggiggippi, worships the To11021
the river. All on board were ei II
01011 followed by a heavy German counter
river go -fervently that Is W ashIngtelt='Deutschland. a German super.
attack The official report Issued says
he le known as Tombigbee Oindler aradsubmarine built for carrying men i ban'
the Germans were repulsed wkh heaiy
the strewn Is called the Candler Tomloss.
disc arrived at Baltimore from BreAccident Occurs At First Tara At
The German assault was delivered
men on July 9 with a cargo of dYw•
Mach year the treasury opens and
Italy's Formal Declaration Amounts To
against Hill Ill near Maurepe41.
Track When Peacock's Car,' Leadstuffs and malls. Her arrival was hailpeers• mellowAretitu of gold lute GUI
Little More Than Official RecogniHeavy shelling of the German tinge
ed In Germany as the beginning of a
ing gem Race. Skidded, Stetlek
Tombigbee fee haprovement purposes, -1
ili
continues in the region of Lassigny
tion of • State of Affairs WhIels
regular submarine tnerchant service
sod each year. In praise of this geePlinio and Overturned.
Liar.
puti Roy..
betwee
n this
Already IE ittatIut--rime act on the part of nide Ram,
On the Verdun front the Germa
which would be able to defy the
norny
ne
Zke arises In Ma place on
Kalamazoo, Mich.- Two men were attacked Fleury In the
It was announcednight, but were O 000000000000000 'British blockade
the door of the house and sings a song
killed and eight others injured, one unsuct•essful.
followed shortly by
would
be
that
she
01 praise.
fatally, when 11 automobiles piled up
The Bulgarians have not attacked o
Rome.-The official announcethe Firemen. a sister ehip.
Tombigbee Candler made ne,speech
at the first turn during a 100-mile race the Greek port of Kavala
and the im- o went of Italy's declaration of 0
The Deutschland left Baltimore rin
Ma year. llentesquently %%hen the item
at Recreation Park here Sunday af- portant Greek town
eith
of Drama, both o war on Gertnany as given out
her return journey on Aug.
was reached' in the rivers and harbors
ternoon,
held by Greek garrisons, says a war o here follows
cargo of rubber and metal and passed
bill Representative Madden rolled a
The dead: Marion Arnold, mechtin• office statement.
o
"The Italian government do • o out the Virginia Capes Aug. 2.
(Iticago stone crusher Into the house
Chicago; Jack Peabody, driver.
"East of Lake Tahnos Englsh cav- o (stares in the name
of the king o
and endeavored to Animal the TombigBrooklyn.
alry patrols, outmaneuvering the
en- o that Italy considers herself to o
bee'. 1$3.5.000.
Probably fatally lifjured: F.
Mar- emy. have (-roused the River Angie& o
in a state,of war with Ger- o
"This Is an unimportant river," he
quette, Kalamazoo, mechanician for and have blown up
o many as from' Aug. 28, and hogs
sea eral bridges.
mud with a grin.
Peacock.
• "The towns of Kavala and Drama
Policeman Lyllite lays I Shot -Wild
. o the Swiss government to convey
"But It Ls a very beautiful oner
. The others injured are: Harold
J. which always have been occupied by O thin information to the imperial o
Bill" in Ilelf•Gefense.
sumtested Nick LOIlltwurth•
Downs, Kalamazoo, driver; Roy New- Greek garrisons,
have not liedraZ-al-- "Bt. German government."
At this point Leke Candler arose In his nib't and
delivered the ultimatum ton. Kalamazoo, mechanician; Thomas tacked by the Bulgarians."
Meniphie.-William (Wild BIM IA.
that If the Tombigbee was stricken from the
bill the measure eiruld not pouts. Ball, Coldwater. Mich , driver; Guy L.
'O0000conol000 0 tura, noted polite figure. gunman,
o oti•
"Is that so?" amid Jim Mann. "Well, the senate
pnased a bill the other day Bailey, Cold wat er, M ich., mechanician.
leas a political
where this river is sturringly referred to as the
The officir
aantio unem
c
nt
e
of a state divekeeper and mere or
Toni Beckby. Now 1 want to Jimmy Alexander, Sioux City, Ia., meknow whether the gentletuan calls this
of war between Italy _and Gerluany figure, was shut and killed by Patrol'
the Tombigbee river or the Tom chanician; Andy Burt. driver. Chicago;
Four shots wens
Deckhy. two names."
Otto Henning, driver. Chicago.
Of American Punitive Expedition In arolised great enthuslistu. Cheering noun J. C: Lyons.
close range,- all
officer
at
tired
the
by
crewd
"Even the senate of the United Stutter." replied Zeke
s
parade
streets
d the
, applaudThe accident occurrotl when Peaelth great dignity.
Mexico.
of which took effect. Latura dying Ii
ing the governMenCe decision.
"if it were an august body of idiots, would not undert
Field Headquarters American Puniake to change the name cock's car, leading, skidded and struck
the atreit len -Minutes after -he Wan
of the Tombigbee, because If they did It would
circles•here expeet interchange the history of the the fence. It was overturned and tive F.xpediton, Mexico.-Only
ale vention
United States of • Americo."
threvrtt squarely across the track. Be- deaths from
- in
war by Bauman-BC
disease and a Present sick
1.yons was detained at police head.
fore track attendants could signal the rate of
'MEM
L5 per cent for the American against the central empires.
quarters until e (miner's jury held 04
other drivers. ten of the machines, go- puniti
Italy
and genitally have been driftve expedlion since it entered
isiUting, of !Admit to hese been Nati.
ing at a terrific speed. ploughed Into
Mexico more than five months ago, ing steadily toward war. In fact,
homicide and released Lyons.
liable
the overturned car. Five of them were
formal declaration amounts to little
was the record contained In officia
—
l more
.completely demolished.
than
offli ial reign
d itio n of •a
figures given by sanitary department.
The car driven by Andy Burt, whose
state
of affairs which already e'xISted.
Secretary Lane is nearly &Walla
Adding the number of Nick being
The declaration became ine-vitable
dramatic and Pottle timem n little the- mechanician. Marion Arnold. was kill- treated at the basoahospita
l
to
those
ed, was the first to strike that of Peawhen Italy recently sent troops to SA,
atrical In his dealing with the copper.
in the field the rate is increased
Desert Stolen Car As Dying Pol cc oar
to lonikl to co-ope
cock. Nine others dune into the wreck',
rate ,In _the campii
colored inhabitants of the western part
24 per cont. There has -not - tramsPours Shis`e At--Tiktft17-a
on the Macedonian tots'
of the United States. Recently he
single case Of typhoid, the prevailing
'Italy'
and a party went to Yankton. S. D.. to
s position has been anomalous
ailment being dysentery.
Columbus.-Aetomobile bandits ,shot
confer citIzenehip on lerl Sioux In''This is a remarkable record for an since she withdraw from the triple al- and killed Patrolman John haufhutte
diana. Ile invented a brand new cereexpedition serving in this sort of a liance and declared war on Austria. here, desertesi, a stolen automobile
Although by this act she arrayed hermonial and did things up brown, so to
which contained a small arsenal and
Two Prominent Alabama Farmers In country with nothing but field equipself against her former allies, Gerstreak.
de
escaped una
ment."
rs
tessila
declared Gen. J. J Pershing.
de ofhots fro nt
Wilcox County Fight Duel In
many and Austria, she remained ofSecretary Lane told the Indians
the revolver of the dying policeman.
commander of the expedition. "It
Road.
ficially at peace with Germany until
that the great White Father had sent
The entire police system of Central
probably is as low a record as any
Aug. 28. Germany exerted every efhim to speak a serious and solemn
Ohio is engaged in efforts to appreFurman. Ala.-C. W. Sinity and similar expedition ever has set and
fort to induce her to remain neutral,
word. Then each chosen Indian wasi:
hend the gunmen under the
Robert Hall, prominent farmers of shows the wonderful strides
lief that
along san- sending to_ltorne as ambaaaador Prince
called from the crowd by .his white
Wilcox County, Ala., fought a pistol itary Untie and the high
efficiency of von Buelow, one of the ablest states- they may compose the gang itihrch rename, handed a bow and arrow and
cently prepetrated the hold-ups in De.
battle in a public road at Simpsont the sanitary department."
men of Germany.
directed to shoot it. The secretary
Mill. several miles from here, and both
troit.
The prince for some time averted
then said:
were killed, according to reports.
The tragery occurred when Patrols
the war between Austria and Italy, and
"You have .shot yOur last arrow.
man Laufhutte found the men repair-,
The shooting is alleged to have been
when he saw a 'rupture was itiesitable
That means that you are no longer to
the ea:nitration or an altercation behug a puncture at a quiet spot. __The
he negotiated a special agreement unlive the life of an Indian. You are
man stooping over the tire immediatetween the nien at Snow Hill, Ala., but The Naval Militia Forces
Now Shoe der which, in case of war between Ausfrom this day forward to live the life
the difficulty which led to the tragedy
ly fired when the policeman appeared.
Forces of 9,300 Men and
trta and Italy, Germany and, Italy
of a white man. But you may keep
is not known.
His second shotsstruck the officer near
700 Officers.
pledged themselves to. reaped
that arrow, it will he to you a symbol
the the heart. Laufhu
It is said the men met in the road
tte staggered back
of your noble race, and of the pride you feel
properties and lives of theIr•respectIve
that you come,from the first of
unexpectedly and began firing at each
and opened fire as the men took - flight.
all Americans."
Washingtou.-s-The strength of the subjects in each others domain
s.
This
other simultaneously. Many shots organized naval militia
The Indians were all given a badge of American
increased ap- meant for Germany a guarantee -of
•
citizenship and a United were
GERMAN STEAMER QUITS BOSTON
exchanged and when the smoke proximately 20 per cent during
States flag. To each of the women were given a work
the many millions of dollars worth of
bag and a purse.
cleared away both were dead.
-last fiscal year, the navy department properties in Italy and
.tor Italy the
Hall was a merchant and plantation announces, the forces
now totaling safety of 2041011 Italian subjects In Had Been In Refuge Since the Outowner and unmarried
break of the ‘'t ar.
Smity is sur- 9,300 men and 700 officers.
Germany.
vived by a family, and was said to be
Boston --The North German Lloyd
New divisions, marine companies
According to
unofficial reports.
prosperous in his community.
liner Willehad. which has
and aeronautic sections have been or- Italy's allies were dissatisfied
'en in
and refuge
here since the outbreak of thin
ganized in Hawaii, Illinois, Florida. asked the Italian representatives
Representative Joseph Taggart of
at war, slipped
out of the harbor, preNew York, Texas and Washington. the Paris entente conference why
Kansas is quick to resent any slum at
their sumabl
y for New London. (',nn., for
Other new dis sions are being formed. nation was not at war with Germa
the Sunflower state and bristles up
ny. whica
port she obtained clear:late paItaly already had agreed not to conDeutschland Traveled 4,200 Miles On but have not yet been mustered in.
whenever one !reeks; to revive bewhIs-%
pers.
Aerona
utic
clude
sectio
a
separa
n
also
-peace
te
have
boon
and
kered Kangas jokes which were popat the Paris
Homeward Voyage.
Line officials asserted the
change
London -Reports of the return of created in the existiug opganizations conference sancationed the plan for a
adar (outside of Kansas) a quarter of
of
New
York,
New Jersey, California, permanent high council of the entente was made to reduce docking (barges.
the German submarine Deutschland
a century ago. Knowing Taggares redenied
and
report
s that there was any
from the United States are corrobo- Massachusetts. Ohio, Oregon
and powers for future conduct of the war.
gard for the dignity of his home state,
connect sitt between the Willelia_d'a
rated in a telegram received at Am- Rhode Island, the majority of which The increasing eo-operatien among the
several of his colleagues on the house
movements and the expected arriva
l
sterdam froni Bremen. as forwarded are now equipped with their own ma- entente allies and the necessity' for
judiciary committee planned a bit of
of the German merchant stibma
chines and which the navy department bringing into service Italy's surplus
rine
by Reuter's correspondent.
ftm.
of s
Breme
n.
According to this information, the. views as a valuable reseri.e for the troops. which could not be employed
There was a meeting before the
on the other fronts: without
Deutschland traveled 4,200 miles on regular aeronautic service.
irommittew. which Taggart Was -unable
bringing
OIL WAREHOUSE EXPLOSION.
The naval appropriation bill con- on war with Germany. gradually
her homeward voyage. At the beginto attend. on the woman suffrage rises.
ning the sea was tempestuous, but tained various provisions designed to brought Italy into such a position that
lotion. A New York lawyer appeared
Stsndard Oil Company In
It
popula
becam
rize
e
Chicago IS
eviden
the
naval
t
a
declar
and
later
militia
ation
it
serIn behalf of the "antis" and presented
of hosbecame more calm.
The
Damaged 950.000.
Deutschland proved to he able to navi- vice, and the department officials ex- tilities against Germany wis only a
an argument against national enfran--gate the stormy seas excellently. Her pect marked increase in the efficiency matter of time.
chisement of the gentler sex. He spoke
Citicago.-A fire and explosion
The first overt act in this direction
engines worked faultlessly. - No ice- and numbers of the militia force as
generally and did not refer to any
in a
Standard Oil Company wan house
soon as these provisions become ef occurred after the l'aris
bergs were passed on tIvs, journey.
state now boasting equal rights. Trigconconferepee„
taining as.000 gallons of gasoli
probably as a result of it. On Feb.
The American government, says the fective.
stares cloth-agues, however, told him
ne and
29 kerosene
here,
resulted in the death of
Italy requisitioned 3t of the 37 Germa
dispatch, acted in a correct manne
the lawyer had lambasted Kanpes. At
n
r
steamships interned In Italian port.; to A. B. Young, foreman, at the storeGERMAN BATTLESHIP HIT.
as a neutral, rigorously enforcing rethe next Meeting of the committee the
help meet _the pressing needs of the house, serious injuries to eight firespect for its frontier from British and
lawyer reappeared. Taggart wits on
French warships by the employment I3ritish Submarine Makes Attack On allies for chipping facilities. Other in- men, lesser injuries to a score of other
hand and grilled the New Yorker unmerc
ifully. The lawyer defended himself
dications of approaching war have firemen and material damage
of Its own men of war.
us best he i-ouhl under the eroas-examinatioaL
Vessel in North Sea.
esUmated between $50.000 and
been observed in recent weeks, one
When the meeting adjourned the lawyer
London.--The German
$75.$000.
of
battles
hip
asked Taggiirt why he had been
which
was the denouncing of the comas severe. The cengresaman retorted that
Westfallen was hit and slightly damREPORT BREMEN CAUGHT.
he would tint pennit any man to
mercial agreement providing for
belittle Kansa& The lee yet insisted he wild
aged by a British torpedo, it was ad
muTO SIGN NAVAL BILL.
----nothing that could be considered
tual respeot of the rights of
derogatory to the western commonwealth
each
and, in fail. had a high opinion of Latest Rumor Says Submarine En- minted in a semi-official telegram from other' subjec
s
ts. The final step was Want
the people of the state.
Berlin, according to Reuter's Amstermeshed White In the Channel.
B.ds For Construction
of New
Taggart at this moment happened to look
New York.-The New York City dam correspondent. The W.estfalleni the sending of Italian troops' to-Saaround and eaught his colleagues
Warships.
smiling brondly. Explunation4
Taggart ataiformat to the New News Association quotes "an officer of however, it is declared, continued ca- 17At
Washin
gton.-The
naval trill will be
ilkihough officially at peace, Italy
Yorker. hot is awaiting an opportunity to- me ii‘en
signed by President Wilson
eith the pr.ictical jokers. the British merchant marine" who ar- pable of maneuvering and will shortly and Germany severe
this week.•
d diplomatic relarived here aboard the White Star he repaired.
tions last year. That was why Italy and bids for the construction of four
steamship Balite. as authority for the
battles
hips,
scout cruisers: submar
adopted the unusual procedure
More Reports About Villa.
ines
stifefiient that the German submarine
of ask- and
destroyers will be advert
Chihuahua City.-Conflicting reports ing Switzerland to inform Germany
ised for.
Bremen has been captured by the BritItaly's action probably will have
ish and 13 of her crew of 35 made as to Villa were received here by Gen.
lit.11110.10.
Will Meet in September.
prisoners. The Bremen. according to Jacinto Trevino. One dispatch said tle effect on the military situation in
the
immed
that
bandit
the
iate
MISR Esther (Teveland.
chiefta
future
a
in,
:
travel
ing inalthough as
Wshin
gton. =Secretary
daughter The account. was captured in the
Lansing
Cognito, is hiding with a few of his war goes on it may have a mare
or the late liniver Cleveland and Straits of
mm and Eliseo Arredondo. Mexican •
Dover in a steel' net on Aug.
amportan
t bearing. On the Austro-italian bassador:
men in the hills near Naica, Durango.
known in her early chibileioil as the 2. Two
members of her crew teat their
designate. tentatively agreed
Another said reports are current front. Italy finds active use for hardly thiital
"White House, Baby." has been mote- lives.
he Joint .clentnission to
discuss
along the Chihualtua-laurango border more than half her army and in future border
elated with ited Cross work and is now
problems sliould -meet ai
can
swim,
send
availa
that
Villa was poisoned early in July
aiding the work of the allies In the'
ble troops to any froh.t. Waco on
37,000 Barrel! Gasoline Burn.
the New England coast
•
Having committed herself alread
•durcare of the blind at St. Puntittin's cub
Port Arttlar, T`ex. -- Approximately by nurses.
y to ing the first week in
September. The
• Little criolit was given the latter re- the Mas edonian campaign.. Italy's step
legs'. Regent's park. bingiOn:
37,000 barrels-gasolene ,were , dearrangement was coinci
dent _with a
port here. although Gen. Tre%•ino point- 14 of no significance as respects
Miss Cleveland was born in Wash- stroyed here by a fire which
that report fromm Gen.was start
Pershing tiliSing the
ed out that If Villa is lead his name theater of war. Germany .hereaffer
ington during her father's ts.nir as
strtick _a steel tank
general opinion in
Mexico was that
probably is being used by his adher whil be free to -take such part in the
president and there have been ninny owned by the -Gulf Refini
ng Company.
"Villa's prestige is gone
'mix to inspire terror among ranch Austroltallan campaign as may be
falae ripens of her eng igetnetit mince The losS Is estmated at
and that ho
de can never
$300.000.
again become a serlotL
sided on by the Teutonic allies.;
men of the neighborhood.
,he was presented to society.
a Lactot in Mexican affair
$750.000 For Troops On Border.
s"
Before going abroad to aid In carFrom
Berlin.
Word
San
front Mexico City ia
•
Antonio.L-A fund of * $750,001
Bank President Killed.
ing for the blind she devated se‘eral
awaited
Berlin
The Italian government has at the state,
Huntsville.
department and the Nleximonth,
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